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Abstract: In order to achieve energy and climate goals, energy and resource efficiency are considered
a key measure. Limit-value-oriented methods such as the exergy analysis and the physical optimum
method are used to show the limits of efficiency improvement. In this context, the physical optimum
represents the theoretical ideal reference process. Despite their similarities, no comprehensive
comparison to the exergy analysis has been carried out yet. Thus, the purpose of this study is to
close this gap by examining differences and intersections using the example of an induction furnace.
The minimum energy input according to the physical optimum method is 1327 MJ/t whereas the
exergy of the melting product is 1393 MJ/t, depending on transit flows taken into account. The exergy
analysis extends considerably beyond the physical optimum method in terms of the complexity and
accuracy of the assessment of material flows by using exergy units. The exergy analysis makes clear
which exergy is linked to the losses and thus reveals the potential for coupling processes. This results
in different areas of application for the two methods.

Keywords: exergy analysis; physical optimum; PhO method; method comparison; induction furnace;
efficiency; melting; iron

1. Introduction

Regarding the Paris Climate Conference in 2015, limited resources and increasing
demand require an increase in resource efficiency, in addition to sufficiency, improved
recycling management, and the use of renewable energies. Until now, improvements
through efficiency measures have predominantly been measured by the actual state as
the benchmark in accordance with existing standards and guidelines. However, these
conventional indicators have the disadvantage that new reference points repeatedly emerge.
In addition, comparability between different plants and processes is limited due to these
different reference points. Furthermore, the limitation of efficiency improvements does not
become clear when using conventional efficiency evaluation methods. However, this is
necessary in order to estimate the contribution potential of efficiency improvement reducing
resource consumption, and achieving energy and climate targets.

The physical optimum (PhO) method is an alternative assessment method to conven-
tional methods for the consistent analysis of processes and technologies on the basis of
the physical limit value. Primarily based on three dissertations [1–3], there is a draft of
a guideline of the German Association of Engineers (VDI) that describes the PhO as the
ultimate, unchangeable reference point [4]. The PhO is defined as the theoretically optimal
reference process under physical, biological, and chemical boundary conditions [1] (p. 32).

In contrast, the exergy analysis was developed several decades ago and serves, similar
to the PhO method, to show the theoretical limits of efficiency improvement, among other
things. To what extent the two methods are related has not yet been investigated in detail.

The minimum energy input for melting iron using an induction furnace is already
conventionally used as a benchmark and energy and material flows can both be relevant;
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the induction furnace provides a suitable example. Hence, this study aims to compare the
two methods using the example of an induction furnace. Differences and intersections
between exergy analysis and the PhO method are shown by this example. On this basis,
the aim of the study is to show the overall relations and to identify important characteristics
for the areas in which each method is applied.

2. Materials and Methods

The exergy analysis and the PhO method are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respec-
tively. Moreover, Section 2.3 contains the technical data and the assumptions made for
analyzing the induction furnace as an example process.

2.1. Exergy Analysis

Exergy is “the amount of work obtainable when some matter is brought to a state of
thermodynamic equilibrium with the common components of the natural surroundings
by means of reversible processes, involving interaction only with the abovementioned
components of nature” [5]. Accordingly, anergy A is defined as the difference between
energy and exergy. Applying the exergy analysis, in the first step, the exergy flows are
calculated in accordance with the laws of thermodynamics. In contrast to electrical and
mechanical energy, which consists of 100% exergy, the exergy of heat corresponds to the
product of heat quantity and the Carnot factor ηc (cf. Table 1). The physical exergy Bph is
calculated using the difference of enthalpy H, the temperature T, the pressure p, and the
entropy S of the material in relation to the ambient parameters as follows:

Bph = Hph(p, T)− Hamb(pamb, Tamb)− Tamb

(
Sph(p, T)− Samb(pamb, Tamb)

)
. (1)

In the case of ideal gases and reversible isobaric change of state from T1 to T2, the phys-
ical exergy can be calculated as a function of the specific heat capacity cp. The derivation
can be obtained from, e.g., Gutowski et al. [6].

Bph = cp

(
(T2 − T1)− Tambln

T2

T1

)
. (2)

The calculation of the chemical exergy Bch of material flows is more complex and
depends on the environmental model. For standard chemical reactions, the reactive exergy
is listed in tables. The standard chemical exergy of material flows without chemical
reactions is tabulated as well. For this study, the model describing the conventional mean
concentrations of the reference species in the atmospheric air and the material data on
chemical exergy are obtained from [7]. These are listed in Table 1 in Appendix A. Table 1
provides an overview of the exergy B of different forms of energy and its calculation.
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Table 1. Exergy percentage and exergy calculation of different forms of energy, based on [8].

Energy Components Exergy Percentage 1 Exergy Calculation

Material-
free

Electrical energy Wel 100% Bel = Wel

Magnetic energy Wmag 100% Bmag = Wmag
Mechanical energy Wmech 100% Bmech = Wmech

Therm.
Heat Q 0% ≤ B

Q < 100% BQ = Q· T−Tamb
T =

Q·ηc
Ambient heat Qamb 0% (100% anergy) B0 = 0

Stream of
substance

Kinetic energy Ekin 100% Bkin = 1
2 m

(
v2 − v2

amb
)

Potential energy Epot 100% Bpot = mg(z − zamb)

Physical/thermomechanical energy 0% ≤ B
H < 100%

Bph = Hph − Hamb −
Tamb

(
Sph − Samb

)

Chemical

Non-reactive
(standard chemical

exergy)
0% ≤ B

H < 100%
Tabulated for standard

conditions [7]

Reactive 0% ≤ B
H < 100%

Tabulated for reference
reactions [7]

Mixing Bmix = RTu ∑ yi lnyi
1 with reference to the state parameters and the commonly appearing components of the environment.

Regarding the output flows, the exergy analysis distinguishes between exergy BP
associated with the product, internal exergy loss (exergy destruction) BD, and external
exergy losses BL associated with waste streams or by-products. Thus, the irreversibility
within the system boundary (BD) and potentially usable exergy losses (BL) become clear.
Transit exergy as the exergy passing spatially through the system but not involved in the
process might be of significant importance in some cases and has to be considered [9]
(p. 29). Based on the exergy balance, the exergetic efficiency ηB represents the ratio of the
useful exergetic effect

.
BP to the supplied exergy flow

.
Bin.

ηB =

.
BP
.
Bin

=

.
Bin −

.
BL +

.
BD

.
Bin

= 1 −
.
BL +

.
BD

.
Bin

. (3)

2.2. Physical Optimum (PhO) Method

Contrary to the exergy analysis, the PhO method focuses on the description of the
PhO, the theoretical ideal reference process, rather than the exergetic analysis of a real,
non-ideal plant. In this study, the PhO method is applied according to [1,2,4].

Volta [1] (p. 33) defines the PhO as the theoretically ideal reference process accord-
ing to scientific laws. This refers to the physical, chemical, and biological limitations.
For a technical process that generates a defined utility, the corresponding PhO can be
described. The respective reference process requires a certain minimum amount of energy
and resources, which represents the limit value for that technical process. Due to technical
imperfections, e.g., heat losses, the PhO is not feasible in practice. The new VDI guideline
draft [4] proposes to define the PhO as the physically based reference value, which can be
energy, exergy, and a material flow. In this study, we are using the definition of the PhO
according to Volta [1].

For balancing the temporal and spatial system boundary, the framework conditions
and the utility definition must be precisely specified, which is crucial for the following
analysis. If necessary, the system should be broken down into subsystems, so that adequate
reference processes can be used for the evaluation [1] (p. 35). According to the laws of
physics, the PhO is calculated. Applying the energy or resource balance for the PhO method,
a distinction is made between real expenditure, losses, and minimum expenditure at PhO
for the defined utility. Where applicable, the energy or material expenditure for coupling
processes inside and outside the balance area is given extra consideration. The PhO factor
as the central indicator for the PhO method is defined as the ratio of real expenditure C of
the investigated process to the PhO minimum expenditure CPhO. An amount of resources
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is given the symbol C in this study, because it can be energy or material, among others.
The PhO factor demonstrates the additional expenditure compared to the PhO. It is defined
as

FPhO =
real resource input

corresponding limit value
=

C
CPhO

≥ 1. (4)

To determine the PhO factor FPhO, a PhO minimum expenditure greater than zero is
required. Furthermore, to compare a certain process with the best available technology,
the PhO factor of both systems can be calculated to always keep the reference to the ultimate
PhO.

Moreover, Keichel [2] distinguishes between demand and consumption perspectives,
which describes either a minimum expenditure for a fixed demand for a certain utility or a
maximum utility of a fixed available expenditure (consumption), respectively. For processes
with minimum demand for the defined utility, the demand perspective is appropriate.
Thus, the consumption perspective is not further considered in this study.

2.3. Data and Assumptions

To compare the two methods, they are applied separately to the same case example of
a medium-frequency furnace. At first, the system boundary and the data are described.

2.3.1. System Boundaries and Utility Definition

The utility to be generated by an induction furnace is at this point defined as the
liquid melt having a certain molecular structure and temperature T2. These parameters are
determined by the quality requirements regarding mechanical and metallurgical properties,
which the product must meet in solid state when leaving the foundry. This case study
looks at spheroidal graphite cast iron (SG iron). The required output temperature T2 is
1773 K, which is due to the maximum oxygen loading [10] (p. 128).

A furnace transformer, a frequency converter, and a capacitor are installed in front
of the induction coil, as illustrated in Figure 1. The balance area of the induction furnace
includes the power supply chain from the transformer and the induction coil and the
furnace crucible. The peripheral processes, such as cooling systems, melting processors,
charging devices, and exhaust systems are located outside the balance area. Thus, the
supply of these components with electrical energy is not taken into account. The system
boundary is defined in such a way that the ambient conditions prevail at the boundary
and exergy only leaves the system substance-bound. This means that there are no pressure
and temperature gradients outside the balance area, which are caused by the induction
furnace and not emitted as quantifiable exergy loss bound to a substance flow, e.g., coolant,
except the electrical exergy input. Due to the exhaust hood, the air is drawn through the
system and heated by waste heat. The basis for this study is the temporal system boundary
of one batch cycle from the point at which the input material enters the balance area in
state 1 until it leaves in state 2.
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2.3.2. General Assumptions

The furnace under consideration is not a tandem system, although this is considered
the best available technology [11]. Furthermore, a hot start is assumed for the balance,
which means the crucible has the same temperature at the beginning and end of the batch
cycle. A cold start could otherwise require 10% more energy [12] (p. 9).

Some small material flows are disregarded. The manganese percentage of SG iron
of about 0.1% and the sulfur percentage of less than 0.02% are neglected [13] (p. 370).
The abrasion of the refractory of approx. 1.52 kg SiO2 per ton and batch is also completely
omitted [14] (p. 98). The examined furnace system is operated without slag formers.
Instead, the furnace is left open for a while, causing the slag to cool down and the viscosity
to increase for its removal [15].

With regard to the components of slag and exhaust air, only the main components are
taken into account. Hence, magnesium oxide (MgO), manganese oxide (MnO), and iron
oxide (FeO) with a mass fraction of 1% to 6%, respectively, in the slag and the exhaust air,
and calcium oxide (CaO) in the exhaust air with less than 1% are neglected [13] (p. 274).

For both analyses, the ambient condition is set to an ambient temperature T0 of 298 K
and an ambient pressure p0 of 101,325 Pa. The material and chemical composition of the
environment is determined according to [7]. The absolute humidity for the following
analysis is 15 g/kgair.

Potential and kinetic energy and exergy of mixing are neglected since these exergies are
assumed to be significantly smaller than the other exergy flows in the system [16] (pp. 15–
19). With mole fractions of 0.82 Fe, 0.15 C, and 0.03 Si calculated from the mass fractions of
0.945 Fe, 0.037 C, and 0.018 Si [10], the mixing exergy amounts approx. Bmix = RTu∑(yiln(yi))
= 8.314 × 298 K × (0.82 × ln(0.82) + 0.15 × ln(0.15) + 0.03 × ln(0.03)) = −1.3 kJ/mol, whereas
the chemical exergy amounts 376 kJ/mol of iron, 410 kJ/mol carbon, and 855 kJ/mol
silicon [7] (pp. 298, 300, and 304). The result is not considered for the following analysis
since the calculation is an approximate simplification based on the assumption of ideal
gases.

2.3.3. Physical Input–Output Table

The data of the considered induction furnace originates from a customer of Bosch
Energy and Building Solutions GmbH [15]. Missing data are supplemented by a literature
search, based mainly on [10,14,17].

The physical input–output table (PIOT) and the literature sources of this inventory
data are shown in Table 2. To produce one ton of liquid SG iron, the induction furnace
under consideration consumes an average electrical energy of 2339 MJ [15].
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Table 2. Physical input–output table of the induction furnace melting spheroidal graphite cast iron (SG iron).

Parameter Value Ref. Comment

Input

Electrical Energy 2339 MJ [15] per ton output, measured, averaged over one year (2018)

Stack of Sheets 358.0 kg [14] 35.8% stack of sheets of total metal input
Fe (α) 354.4 kg (p. 98) Assumption: 1% carbon

C 3.6 kg

Recycled Metal 625.0 kg
[14] (p. 98)
[18] (p. 16)

24.6% circulation, 37.1% cuttings
Fe (α) 590.6 kg 94.5% Fe

C (graphite) 23.1 kg 3.7% C
Si 11.2 kg 1.8% Si

Alloying Materials 17.1 kg

[14] (p. 98)
calculated based on the literature data of the output materials (mass

conservation) and values compared and reviewed on the basis of [14].
min,X =

.
mout,X

C (graphite) 7.5 kg
SiC (hexagonal) 9.6 kg

Impurities (Sand, Rust) 20.9 kg
SiO2 (quartz) 11.0 kg

Al2O3 (α corundum) 2.9 kg
CaO 6.5 kg

Fe2O3 (hematite) 0.6 kg

Drawn-in Air 6300 kg
[15,19]

Approximation calculated based on a batch time of 1.75 h, unthrottled suction

[15], 30,000 Nm3/h per ton of melt [19], density of dry air: 1.2 kg/Nm3

.
mdry air = 30, 000 Nm3

h·tP
·1.75h·1.2 kg

Nm3 = 6300 kg
tP

Dry Air 6206 kg

H2O (gaseous) 94.5 kg
assumption of absolute humidity of 15 gH2O/kgair , 298 K, 101,325 Pa

.
mH2O = 6300

kgair
tP

·0.015
kgH2O
kgair

= 94.5 kg
tP

Coolant Inductor
(H2O at 313 K [10]) 5811 kg [10] (pp. 50–51)

Cooling capacity: 26 to 30% of the inverter capacity [10], transformer efficiency:
98.5%

Assumption based on this approximation:
.

mH2O = 2339MJ·0.985·0.285
4.185 kJ

kgK (340−313)K
= 5811 kg

tP

Coolant Electric
(H2O at 307 K [10]) 5505 kg

Cooling capacity: 6% of the inverter capacity [10], transformer efficiency: 98.5%
Assumption based on this approximation:

.
mH2O = 2339MJ·0.985·0.06

4.185 kJ
kgK (313−307)K

= 5505 kg
tP

Output

Liquid SG iron at 1873 K 1000 kg

[18] (p. 16)

Reference value
Fe (α) 945 kg 94.5% Fe

C (graphite) 37 kg 3.7% C
Si 18 kg 1.8% Si

Slag 20.0 kg

[13,19]

10 to 30 kg slag per ton of iron at 1573 K [19]
SiO2 (amorphous) 10.7 kg 45 to 55%

CaO 6.5 kg 25 to 40% [13] (p. 274)
Al2O3 (α corundum) 2.8 kg 8 to 20%

Exhaust Air 1.0 kg

[13,20] (p. 41)

0.06 to 1 kg dust emission per ton of iron
Fe2O3 (hematite) 0.6 kg 30 to 60%
SiO2 (amorphous) 0.3 kg ~25% [13] (p. 274)

C (graphite) 0.1 kg 3 to 10%
Al2O3 (α corundum) 0.1 kg 3 to 10%

dry air 6206 kg Equals input of dry air and moisture (H2O)
H2O (gaseous) 94.5 kg

Coolant Inductor 5811 kg Equals input of coolant: H2O at 340 K [10] (p. 51) and H2O at 313 K [10] (p. 54)
Coolant Electric 5505 kg

Energy Output to be analyzed
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For both, PhO analysis and exergy analysis, the enthalpy curves of the input and
output material are crucial. Figure 2 shows that pure substances have an enthalpy of
zero at ambient temperature (298 K). In comparison, the compounds ferrosilicon (FeSi),
silicon carbide (SiC), and SG iron have a negative enthalpy value at ambient temperature,
e.g., the enthalpy of SG iron is −83 MJ/t at 298 K and −1826 MJ/t for silicon carbide.
Moreover, SG iron has an enthalpy of 1327 MJ/t at 1773 K and 1412 MJ/t at 1873 K.
The phase transitions of the substances become apparent at points of discontinuity.
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3. Results

Based on the data and general assumptions in Section 2.3, this section presents the
energy efficiency analysis of an induction furnace as a case study, firstly using an exergy
analysis and secondly according to the PhO method. Both analyses are based on the PIOT
in Table 2. The results are shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. On this basis, the two
methods are compared in Section 3.3, which is the focus of this paper to derive differences
and similarities.

3.1. Exergy Analysis

The exergy analysis is performed by calculating the exergy of all energy and material
inputs and outputs in relation to the system boundary according to the equations in Table
1.

The electrical energy of about 2339 MJ/tP is supplied to the system as substance-free
exergy consisting of 100% exergy. The material input to the furnace interior enters the
balance area in state 1, which means under ambient conditions, p0 and T0. Thus, no phys-
ical exergy enters the balance area. In state 2, the material to be melted is in the liquid
state—also at ambient pressure p0, though with the temperature T2 of 1873 K. According
to Szargut et al. [7], the physical exergy of the input and output material is calculated
using Equation (2), as a function of the specific heat capacities of the different substances.
These are obtained from the literature [7,21]. Since the heat capacities are temperature-
dependent and phase transitions must be taken into account, especially regarding metals,
the mean specific heat capacity cp of SG iron in the temperature range between 298 K and
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1873 K is derived from the enthalpy curve shown in Figure 2 as approximate simplification.
The following simplification is used for the mean heat capacity:

cp =
H2 − H1

T2 − T1
=

1412 MJ/tP − (−83 MJ/tP)

1873.15 K − 298.15 K
= 0.949

MJ
tPK

. (5)

Thus, the physical exergy of the SG iron product leaving the furnace is approximately

Bph = 0.949
MJ
tPK

·
(
(1873 K − 298 K)− 298 K· ln

1873 K
298 K

)
= 975

MJ
tP

. (6)

The standard chemical exergy of the inputs and outputs is calculated using the tab-
ulated values from Szargut et al. [7]. The heat capacities and the physical and chemical
exergy flows are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1 in Appendix A. The term “transit-adjusted”
addresses the exergy input and output of the balance area minus the transit exergy.Energies 2021, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 19 
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The exergy of useful products BP is the SG iron-bound exergy output without the
transit exergy. The exergy utility is composed of the physical and chemical exergy of the
product. The melt has a temperature T2 of about 1873 K when it leaves the balance area.

The exergy loss of the induction furnace is the material-bound exergy of the exhaust
air (86.1 MJ/tP), the coolant (62.2 MJ/tP), and the slag (14.9 MJ/tP). It amounts to 163 MJ/tP
in total without the transit flows. The exergy loss is calculated as the sum of the physical
and chemical exergy of the slag, exhaust air, and coolant minus their respective transit
exergy from coolant and impurities. For example, for exhaust air, the exergy loss in MJ/t
is 3.7 (ch) + 82.7 (ph)—0.3 (ch, from impurities) = 86.1. The chemical exergy of 3.4 MJ/t
comes from the carbon input, which is considered as material need on the input side and
material loss on the output side—in contrast to the material input of impurities, which are
neither considered as a demand nor as a loss. These data can be obtained from Table 1 in
Appendix A.
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The exergy is supplied firstly by means of electrical energy and secondly as exergy
bound in the input materials. Transit-adjusted, feeding exergy of 2889 MJ/tP enters
the system of which 1393 MJ/tP leaves the system as product-bound exergy output BP
without the transit exergy of the recycled metal and the stack of sheets. As the difference
between transit-adjusted output and input exergy, the exergy destruction is 1327 MJ/tP.
Consequently, the transit-adjusted exergy efficiency ηB is 48%.

Figure 3 illustrates the exergy flows of the induction furnace in a Sankey diagram.
Transit flows are separated by means of an inner system boundary. The underlying data
can be found in Table 1 in Appendix A.

The Sankey diagram shows that the largest quantities of exergy pass through the
balance area as transit flows. This is due to the fact that all chemical exergies are taken
into account, even if they are not involved in the process. The recycled metal and the stack
of sheets are liquefied in the induction furnace but only change their chemical structure
insignificantly. Hence, only the physical exergy is considered within the transit-adjusted
balance area in this case.

In addition to efficiency measures for reducing heat losses, the exergy balance reveals
a theoretical potential of approximately 163 MJ/tP for increasing efficiency through the
implementation of coupling processes. This corresponds to the unused exergy loss that is
due to exhaust gas, slag, and coolant for inductor and electric.

3.2. PhO Method

Contrary to exergy analysis, the starting point for the method of PhO is the description
of the PhO as the theoretical ideal reference process. As described in Section 2.3., the utility
is defined as the liquid melting material with a temperature of 1773 K since this temperature
is sufficient for the quality requirements based on the assumption of the ideal material
composition of the input materials for the PhO. The method only considers one dimension
at a time, which is energy in this study.

The theoretical minimum energy input is calculated by the enthalpy differences
between the input and output substances at the respective temperature levels. SG iron at
1773 K has an enthalpy value of 1327 MJ/t [18] (p. 16). Due to an enthalpy value of zero of
pure substances, the enthalpy difference is 1327 MJ/t (cf. Figure 2). This corresponds to the
theoretical minimum expenditure CPhO.

The medium-frequency induction furnace is considered the most efficient furnace to
achieve the defined utility, compared to cupola furnace or other induction furnaces [22]
(p. 26). Hence, this technology is described for the theoretical case of the PhO. The following
properties are required for the utility generated by the ideal minimum expenditure:

• No ohmic resistances of transformer, inverter, capacitor, coil, and power lines;
• No magnetic scattering or no magnetic resistance of the environment;
• No iron losses of the transformer and the coil;
• No friction due to coil vibrations (due to ideal fixing of the coil (rigid body) or friction

coefficient equal to zero);
• No heat loss of the furnace (adiabatic crucible or zero melting time).

These are technically not feasible but can be regarded as the physical limit to which
the technical improvements are approaching. On the basis of this, optimization possibilities
can be derived.

The electrical energy, which amounts to 2339 MJ/tP, is taken into account as the only
energy input. The enthalpy of the coolant input is disregarded since it is a transit flow.
The averaged efficiency of the transformer amounts to 98.5% and the one for the induction
coil is 83.9%. Converter, capacitor, and power lines have an overall efficiency of 94.4% [17].
The reciprocal value equals the PhO factor of each component.

The PhO factor of the induction furnace is calculated as the ratio of real resource input
C to the ideal minimum input CPhO, referring to the system boundary in Figure 1. It amounts
to approximately 1.76, which means 1.76 times more energy is currently required than
theoretically predicted. Thus, the theoretical energy-saving potential equals the loss, which
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amounts to 1012 MJ/tP. Based on our calculations, the energy analysis of the induction
furnace according to the PhO method is shown in Figure 4.
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the physical optimum (PhO) method.

3.3. Method Comparison

In this section, differences and intersections of the PhO method and exergy analysis
are analyzed. The PhO is defined as the optimal, ultimate process that provides the starting
point for the analysis. The exergy B, on the other hand, is a certain energy fraction that
can be irreversibly converted into anergy A by exergy destruction ED. In contrast to the
PhO method, the exergy analysis starts from the real process from whose analysis the
theoretically avoidable losses can be derived. Thus, exergy destruction BD within the
balance area and the exergy loss BL leaving the system unused become clear.

One goal of the exergy analysis and the PhO method is to reveal the physical limita-
tions of the improvement measures. The exergetic optimum corresponds to a process that
has no exergy destruction BD and no exergy loss BL. This theoretical process with no exergy
losses BD and BL represents an ultimate reference process similar to the PhO. However,
in this study, the exergy analysis is more precise because the chemical composition of the
environment and the exergy of the material flows are taken into account.

Regarding the analysis of the induction furnace, the difference between C and Bin
results from the chemical exergy of the material input of carbon (C) and SiC, which is not
considered within the de PhO method in this application example. Furthermore, different
minimum energy demand was derived regarding BP compared to CPhO. The difference has
multiple reasons. Firstly, the PhO method assumes a physically optimal product made from
ideal input materials, which results in another averaged heat capacity. Secondly, the exergy
analysis regards the exergy of the product that has 100 K higher temperature than required
according to the utility definition. Additionally, the product contains chemical exergy,
which is disregarded by the PhO method as applied in this study. However, the most
important reason is that the PhO method makes no explicit distinction between exergy
and anergy. Within the PhO method, the minimum energy demand QPhO is calculated as
enthalpy difference despite the entropy increase during the isobaric change of state from T1
above ambient temperature to a higher temperature [4] (p. 22). Thus, the enthalpy includes
the anergy of Tamb(S2 − S1), which was not considered in the scope of the PhO method in
this study. In this case, however, it would be important to conclude that the CPhO must
have this certain composition of anergy and exergy. Since electricity, which is pure exergy,
is supplied to the furnace the minimum exergy expenditure is

Bmin = H2 − H1 − Tamb(S2 − S1). (7)
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This relation is illustrated in Figure 5 by means of the T–s diagram. The areas in the
diagram below the isobar are named a, b, c, and d. Since the minimum energy consumption
CPhO according to the PhO method is calculated as the enthalpy difference in this study,
this corresponds to the sum of the areas a and b. According to Equation (6), the minimum
exergy input is the enthalpy difference of the product in state 2 to state 1 (i.e., the sum
of areas a and b) minus the entropy difference multiplied by the ambient temperature
(i.e., minus area b). This gives a total of (a + b) − b = a. The area a thus corresponds to
the minimum exergy input in the case of PhO. Since the exergy analysis in this study is
based on the real process, T2 is equal to 1873 K and the exergy in the product is equal to
the sum of the two areas a and c. The differing averaged heat capacities are neglected in
this context.
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Figure 5. Simplified T–s diagram of the isobaric heating of SG iron from T1 > Tamb and illustration of
the minimum energy demand CPhO as a plus b for heating to 1773 K (state 2) at PhO and the exergy
of the product BP as a plus c for heating to 1873 K (state 2*) as in the real process.

To sum up, these differences between exergy analysis and the PhO method with
regard to the analysis of the induction furnace are shown in Figure 6 by means of a Sankey
diagram.
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flows [MJ/t] of an induction furnace.

For the process-independent comparison of the two balancing approaches, the PhO
energy flows are also analyzed by considering the exergy flows, although no exergy
analysis is intended according to [1,2,4]. Deviations due to chemical exergy and the
difference between exergy of the product and exergetic utility are neglected.
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In contrast to the exergy analysis, which considers only the exergy input as an expen-
diture, regarding the PhO method, anergy is in some cases considered as an expenditure
or as part of the utility, e.g., the anergy fraction of the “ideal heat input QPhO” for a hot
water supply. Thus, “expended” anergy Ain,exp has to be considered if it is defined by the
framework condition that the energy input is supplied as heat.

Contrary to this, anergy as ambient heat is counted in some cases as “costless” ambient
heat, which is used, e.g., for a heat pump. Regarding this case of a heat pump, free anergy
Ain,0 enters the balance area and leaves it as anergy of the product AP in case heat is the
utility.

Thus, for this comparison the anergy input Ain can be divided into the “costless”
ambient anergy Ain,0 on the one hand, and the anergy expenditure Ain,exp as part of heat
input on the other hand. Furthermore, in the case of heat as the utility, this utility can be
described by a quantity of energy consisting of both exergy BP and anergy AP. Hence, the
anergy output Aout is either the product-bound anergy AP in case of heat being the utility
or, in the case of a Carnot process, emitted to the environment as Aout,exp together with
the destructed exergy BD. The originally expended anergy Aout,exp leaves the system
“unnoticed” and separately from the utility. In the case of the Carnot process, however,
this anergy Aout,exp cannot be counted toward the losses either if the framework condition
defines heat as the input and pure exergy BP as the utility. In general, the minimum
energy expenditure CPhO according to the PhO method equals the sum of BP and Ain,exp.
However, Ain,exp appears to be a special case.

To sum up, Figure 7 shows the energy balance of an open system as a Sankey diagram.
The balance is associated with exergy and anergy flows entering and leaving the system.
Transit exergy Btrans is theoretically led around the balance area and therefore subtracted
from the balance. The PhO method as applied in this study neglects the transit flows.
Transit anergy can be neglected since ambient heat is available unlimited and has no effect
on the process.
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Figure 7. Energy balance of an open system examined by both exergy analysis and PhO method.
While the PhO method regards the real energy expenditure C, the ideal minimum energy input CPhO

and losses and coupling processes, the exergy analysis goes further by explicitly dividing between
exergy and anergy and, if necessary, considering transit flows.

The comparison makes clear that coupling processes are possible only when the exergy
loss BL is greater than zero, which is not estimated within the PhO method as long as
exergy is not used as a state variable within the PhO method, as in this study. Only the
exergy analysis reveals whether and to what extent the losses can be used by coupling
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processes. An important result is that at least the losses must be analyzed exergetically if
the potential for coupling processes is to be determined.

4. Discussion

This section provides a discussion of the assumptions made and compares the results
of this study with those of previous studies. Furthermore, the differences and similarities
found between the exergy analysis and the PhO method are discussed.

4.1. Analysis of the Induction Furnace

The physical exergy of the SG iron of 975 MJ/t at 1873 K is first compared with
literature values. This result is based on a calculated heat capacity of 0.949 kJ/kg/K as the
mean slope of the enthalpy curves by Hack [18] (pp. 11–17). On the contrary, Gonzales
et al. [23] report physical exergy for liquid steel of 550 MJ/t, and for hot metal, of 530 MJ/t
at 1573 K, and ambient pressure by using the specific heat capacities of 0.68 kJ/kg/K and
0.71 kJ/kg/K, respectively. These values originate from Lally et al. [24] and refer to a 1010
carbon steel grade, which means the carbon content is significantly lower. Moreover, it is
based on the simplifying assumption of the heat capacities being “constant functions
of temperature outside of the two phase region” [24]. This may cause the deviation.
Furthermore, Szargut et al. [7] (p. 113) provide a graph showing the correlation between
the physical exergy of Fe–Fe3C alloys depending on temperature and mass percentage of
carbon. Accordingly, the physical exergy of cast iron with 3.6% carbon content is about
770 MJ/t at 1573 K and about 900 MJ/t at 1773 K, which approximately corresponds to the
values calculated in this study.

A major point for discussion regarding the exergy analysis is transit flows. It must
be precisely examined which exergy flows are regarded as transit flows because this has
crucial effects on exergetic efficiency. The more transit flows that are included, the higher
is the calculated efficiency. Within the scope of this analysis, the majority of the chemical
exergy of the input materials was treated as transit exergy since the chemical structure
of these materials changes only to a minor extent. In order to reduce the uncertainty of
the assumption to transit flows, we recommend regarding the exergetic efficiency and the
entire exergy balance.

Furthermore, the example of the induction furnace shows the importance of the defi-
nition of the utility and the system boundary. If the utility is defined as the exergy content
of the product, it will not be clear, for example, that the product is heated to a temperature
of 1873 K, which is more than is physically necessary to achieve the required product
quality. The foundry under consideration heats up to 1873 K to ensure a sufficiently high
temperature during an unusually long retention time after the melting process. A dis-
tinction should therefore be made, where appropriate, between the exergy utility and the
exergy of the product. Another difference to be further analyzed is whether the system
undergoes exergy loss or destruction. In addition, the definition of the system boundaries
and framework conditions is crucial. If the balance area would be extended to the finished
casting at ambient temperature, waste heat in the PhO could be completely recovered or
used externally. In this case, it could be argued that the minimum effort would be 0 MJ/t
due to recovery or allocation.

For a more comprehensive comparison between the two methods regarding more
technologies and processes, further investigation is required. Among others, a more
detailed study of the handling of waste heat and cooling of initially heated materials as
the complement to the induction furnace would be helpful since the utility definition and
framework conditions are not entirely clear.

4.2. Method Comparison

Although both methods show the physical limits of efficiency improvements, some dif-
ferences became apparent regarding the evaluation of inventoried flows, the calculation of
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minimum expenditure, and the maturity and complexity of the methods. Accordingly, there
are different areas of application for the two methods.

The PhO method is intended for the separate evaluation of different levels of inven-
toried flows. This concerns energy, resources, and information [2] (p. 56). In this context,
however, no approach has yet been provided as to how the different levels can be evaluated
against each other. A combined approach to evaluate energy and material efficiency is so
far only possible by means of exergy analysis.

Moreover, the PhO method does not explicitly distinguish between exergy and anergy.
Describing the minimum energy input as “ideal heat input” calculated by the enthalpy
difference, as intended in the VDI guideline, is less informative than an exergy calculation
since the energy quality does not become clear and any heat could theoretically be provided
by means of upgrading anergy by pure exergy.

The application of the PhO method in this study comprises approximately the ther-
modynamic and exergy correlations but neglects the chemical composition of the material
flows and the environment. In some cases, this can lead to wide variations from the exergy
analysis. In this study, the exergy analysis provides a more precise result regarding energy
and material flows. An exergy analysis to be recommended if chemical exergy is a crucial
factor and chemical material flow data is available. In addition, it is advantageous in order
to evaluate work and heat uniformly. Moreover, the theoretical potential for coupling
processes can be identified by distinguishing between exergy destruction and exergy loss.

The calculation of the minimum effort is generally based on the utility definition.
In the case of the exergy analysis, we define the utility as the exergy of the product
according to Szargut et al. [7]. Instead, the PhO method considers the benefit of the
reference product as the SG iron at 1873 K since among others Dötsch [10] reports that this
is usually sufficient. These different assumptions regarding the utility definition should
be considered. The exergy analysis could also be performed by defining the utility as the
exergy of the SG iron at 1773 K under PhO conditions since the exact description of utility
and boundary conditions are not methodologically specified.

In order to determine the theoretical limit value of the expenditure for the defined
utility using the PhO method, it must be possible to quantify the utility and allocate a
minimum amount of resources. As the exergy analysis is mostly based on a real process,
the analysis can be performed for every process. However, the exergy efficiency can only
be calculated if the exergy utility is quantifiable.

Furthermore, it should be considered that the PhO method was developed by Volta [1]
a few years ago, and the development of guidelines and systematics is not yet finished.
A draft for a new guideline of the Association of German Engineers (VDI) is currently
available [4]. The exergy analysis is well developed and mature. Moreover, the term
optimum can be misleading because in the context of the PhO method it does not describe
the compromise of two opposing parameters but rather the unreachable limit value or
ideal. Another important difference between the two methods is the complexity of the
methods. Therefore, the time required to carry out the PhO method in this study is lower
than for the exergy analysis. On the other hand, the results can be less precise as long as
exergy is not used as a state variable within the PhO method, as in this study.

An advantage of the PhO method compared to the exergy analysis is that fluctuations
in ambient temperature and pressure can be taken into account more easily as long as the
energy is used as a state variable. This can result in a temperature or pressure-dependent
value for the PhO, enabling the efficiency to be measured using the PhO factor indepen-
dently of these fluctuations. The consideration of tabulated chemical exergy that always
refers to standard ambient conditions makes this more difficult within the exergy analysis.

Either way, both methods contribute significantly to the appropriate target definition
for efficiency measures. This will make it possible to identify at an early stage the extent
of the necessity for complementary measures to make production more environmentally
friendly, e.g., by using renewable energies. For example, induction furnaces could be
operated almost entirely with electricity from renewable energy sources [25].
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

Due to the interactions between the individual efficiency measures, the total energy
saving potential cannot be derived from the individual potentials. A crucial advantage
of the limit value-oriented assessment methods is that the theoretical potential can be
shown and used to estimate the current technical potential. Regarding the energy flows,
the induction furnace under consideration currently requires 1.76 times more energy than
theoretically predicted to melt SG iron. Similarly, the exergy analysis results in an exergy
efficiency of 48%, which, however, depends strongly on the definition of transit exergy.

The comparison of the two methods demonstrates that the exergy analysis is much
more complex and accurate than the PhO method regarding the assessment of material
flows, especially in the case of chemical reactions taking place and as long as exergy
is not used as a state variable within the PhO method, as in this study. The material
and energy flows can be evaluated in combination by quantifying by means of exergy
units. The chemical exergy of the material flows is also taken into account in relation
to the chemical composition of the environment. With the PhO method as applied in
this study—e.g., apart from the calorific values—the chemical exergy of the materials
toward the environment is not taken into account due to the chemical composition of the
environment being neglected. By distinguishing between exergy destruction and exergy
loss, the theoretical potential for coupling processes can be identified by means of exergy
analysis. Only with exergy analysis, the exergy content of the losses and irreversibility
to be avoided in the system become clear. In some cases, it should be considered which
exergy fraction must be included in the minimum energy input according to the PhO
method. For example, the “ideal amount of heat” for heating cannot be ambient heat but
must contain a certain amount of exergy, which only becomes clear by means of the exergy
analysis.

Depending on the framework conditions and the desired level of detail of the effi-
ciency assessment, it must be decided which method with what accuracy is to be applied.
If material and energy are to be evaluated in combination, an exergy analysis can be used
for more extensive investigations. The calculation of the minimum energy requirement can
significantly support the appropriate definition of the efficiency goals. Both methods can
be suitable for this purpose.

In the context of the Paris Climate Agreement, increasing resource efficiency is re-
garded as an important measure. Limit-value-oriented assessment methods can contribute
to determining the extent to which it is theoretically possible to limit the climate impact of
increasing resource demand by increasing efficiency. These methods demonstrate that this
is only possible to a limited extent, and the necessity for further measures such as renewable
energy, sufficiency, and consistency options can be quantified. Both the PhO method and
the exergy analysis can make a decisive contribution to this strategy. Depending on the
goal and scope, there are different areas of application for the two methods.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations Subscripts
PhO physical optimum amb ambient (reference state, components)
PIOT physical input-output table ch chemical
SG iron spheroidal graphite cast iron D internal loss, destruction
VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure el related to electricity
Symbols exp
A anergy [J] i component, parameter
B exergy [J] in input
C amount of a resource (e.g., energy [J]) kin kinetic
c heat capacity [kJ/(kgK)] L external loss
f factor [−] mag related to magnetism
H enthalpy [J] mech mechanical
p pressure [Pa] out output
Q heat [J] P product
S entropy [J/K] ph physical
T temperature [K] PhO physical optimum
V volume [m3] pot potential
W work [J] th thermal
x mass fraction [kg/kg] trans transit
y mole fraction [mol/mol]
ζ exergy efficiency [%]

Appendix A

Table 1 presents the data and relations of the exergy analysis. The data on chem-
ical exergy originates from Szargut et al. [7]. Moreover, the data on heat capacity are
obtained from the VDI Heat Atlas [21], except the heat capacity of SG iron. The mass and
energy flows and temperatures are listed in the physical input-output table in Section 2.3
(cf. Table 2).
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Table 1. Exergy analysis of the induction furnace. The top line of each section is the sum of the different chemical components, e.g., the stack of sheets consists of iron (F) and carbon (C).

PIOT Chemical Exergy Physical Exergy Transit-Adjusted

Parameter i Value xi Molar mass bch,I [kJ/mol] [7] Bch [MJ/tP] T [K] cp [kJ/kgK] Bph [MJ/tP] Bch,trans [MJ/tP] Bph,trans [MJ/tP]

Input

Electrical Energy 2339 MJ

Stack of Sheets 358.0 kg 2511 0 0
Fe (α) 354.4 kg 55.85 376 2389

C 3.6 kg 12.01 410 122

Recycled metal 625.0 kg 4881 0 0
Fe (α) 590.6 kg 55.85 376.4 3980

C (graphite) 23.1 kg 12.01 410.3 634
Si 11.2 kg 28.09 854.6 266

Alloying materials 17.1 kg 546 0 546 0
C (graphite) 7.5 kg 12.01 410.3 257
SiC (hexag.) 9.6 kg 40.10 1204.6 290

Impurities 20.9 kg 20.0 0 0 0
SiO2 (quartz) 11.0 kg 60.09 7.9 1.4

Al2O3 (α cor.) 2.9 kg 101.96 200.4 5.7
CaO 6.5 kg 56.08 110.2 12.8

Fe2O3 (hem.) 0.6 kg 159.69 16.5 0.1

Intake Air 6300 kg 0 0 0 0
dry air 6206 kg 1.29

H2O (gaseous) 94.5 kg 18.02

Coolant Inductor 5811 kg 18.02 0.9 290 313 4.19 9 0 0

Coolant Electric 5505 kg 18.02 0.9 275 307 4.19 3 0 0

Output

Liquid SG iron 1000 kg 7810 1873 0.949 975.0 418 975
Fe (α) 945 kg 55.85 376.4 6369

C (graphite) 37 kg 12.01 410.3 1015
Si 18 kg 28.09 854.6 426.4

Slag 20.0 kg 19.7 1573 14.8 0 15
SiO2 (amorph.) 10.7 kg 60.09 7.9 1.4 1573 0.98 8.2

CaO 6.5 kg 56.08 110.2 12.8 1573 0.90 4.6
Al2O3 (α cor.) 2.8 kg 102 200.4 5.5 1573 0.96 2.1

Exhaust Air 1.0 kg 3.7 393 82.7 3.4 83
Fe2O3 (hem.) 0.6 kg 159.7 16.5 0.1 393 0.71 0.0

SiO2 (amorph.) 0.3 kg 60.09 7.9 0.0 393 0.86 0.0
C (graphite) 0.1 kg 12.01 410.3 3.4 393 1.11 0.0

Al2O3 (α cor.) 0.1 kg 102 200.4 0.2 393 0.93 0.0
dry air 6206 kg 0.0 393 1.00 77.8

H2O (gaseous) 94.5 kg 18.02 9.5 49.8 393 4.19 5.0

Coolant Inductor 5811 kg 18.02 0.9 290.3 340 4.19 65.8 0 57

Coolant Electric 5505 kg 18.02 0.9 275.0 313 4.19 8.4 0 5

Exergy Destr. BD 1329 MJ 7810 1873 0.949 975.0 418 975
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